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Introduction to the Teacher

This Teacher's Book Two has been designed to be used in conjunction with Understanding

Spoken English – a focus on everyday language in context - Book Two and the accompanying

audio recording. However, the communicative activities contained in this book are classified into

topic areas and most can be used independently of the Student’s Book. Each unit contains

teaching notes for the corresponding unit in the Student's Book, as well as photocopiable activities

work sheets to enliven language classes, enhance learning and promote classroom interaction.

The material has been designed for adolescent and adult students who have reached an

intermediate (or above) level of English. However, you will find that some of the communicative

activities can be used or adapted for lower levels. For ease of use by teachers, the top of each

page has been labelled either as:

• Teaching Notes -  these notes and teaching suggestions accompany the Student’s Book;

• Teaching Notes to Communicative Activity - these notes give step by step suggestions

for using the communicative activity that will usually be found on the adjacent page;

• Photocopiable page - these pages contain activities or work-sheets to be copied for students.

The Understanding Spoken English series has been developed in response to the changing

sociocultural aspects of our language. As English has increasingly become the international

language of commerce, science and the media, the use of more informal, colloquial modes of

expression has also noticeably increased throughout the public sphere; in printed and broadcast

media as well as in everyday interactions. As a result of these developments, Understanding

Spoken English (series) has been designed to meet the needs of learners by providing models

of language as it is used in contemporary society, using topics which are relevant to learners'

needs and interests. The classroom activities and work-sheets presented in this book provide

students with practice in using expressions, conversation strategies and grammatical items that

are relevant to their needs in the 'real world'. For example, the communicative activities include

practice in such things as making appointments, answering questions at interviews, making an

enquiry by telephone, making conversation at a formal dinner, giving advice, discussing

preferences, as well as using conversation strategies to discuss a range of contemporary issues.

 The ‘Understanding Spoken English’ series is based on the approach to language teaching that

suggests that language exists in context and that the function for which the language is used will

determine the form in which it is expressed. Throughout Understanding Spoken English the

target language, aspects of pronunciation, grammatical items and conversation strategies are

presented in context, within a communicative framework, so that students are led to see the link

between form and meaning. The activities also provide a balance between individual, pair work

and group work as they aim to develop confidence and learner autonomy.
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Understanding Spoken English is accompanied by an audio recording that presents

conversations from everyday situations. These conversations are spoken in a variety of native

speaker accents from around the world. The conversations are pieces of semi-authentic, naturally

spoken English and contain expressions that are used everyday in mainstream society in English

speaking environments around the world. This does not mean that all English speakers would

use all the expressions, however they would be familiar with their meaning and encounter them

on a regular basis.

The teaching suggestions and communicative activities contained in this Teacher’s Book have

been successfully trialed in classroom situations. The teaching notes are presented in a step by

step format that produced optimal results during the trialing process. However, teachers should

adapt or supplement the material to fit the circumstances, and their approach and experience.

I would be delighted to hear from teachers who have suggestions, feedback or other comments

on their experiences with Understanding Spoken English. Letters should be addressed to:

Susan Boyer, or Fax:  + 61 2 4739 1538

PO Box 255 www.boyereducation.com.au

Glenbrook NSW 2773

Australia

  A note on dictionaries and colloquial English

  Students should be encouraged to check their dictionaries when they are unsure of the meaning

  or pronunciation of an unfamiliar word. This will aid them to become independent, autonomous

  learners. However, they also need to be aware that English words, and groups of words, can

  have different meanings in different contexts. Although most dictionaries will list several

  meanings of words where applicable and many modern dictionaries will list frequently used

  colloquial expressions, students will invariably need guidance in selecting the appropriate

  ‘translation’ from among the several being offered.

  Because colloquial expressions can have different meanings in different situations, it is

  recommended that students allow time to become familiar with the various contexts in which

  a particular expression may be used before beginning to use it in their own everyday

  conversations. Understanding Spoken English has been produced to help learners in this

  process and to provide meaningful contexts which present opportunity for speaking and

  listening to everyday English.
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Understanding Spoken English - Teacher’s Book Two

  Contents

Unit Title and Activities: Students will:          Page:

Unit 1 - A Telephone Enquiry

Teaching Notes on Student's Book - Unit One 3 - 6

Vocabulary Quiz        learn/revise colloquial expressions   7

Identifying Stages in a telephone enquiry identify stages in a telephone enquiry       8 - 9

Sequencing a telephone enquiry  reconstruct a telephone dialogue 10 - 11

Making a telephone enquiry role play making an enquiry by phone    12 - 13

Giving and Receiving telephone message role play giving and receiving messages 14 - 15

Leaving a message on an answering machine practise leaving messages 16 - 17

Unit 2 – Talking about Study Problems

Teaching Notes on Student's Book - Unit Two 19 - 20

Using intonation to convey attitude practise using intonation 20 - 21

Vocabulary Quiz        learn/revise colloquial expressions 22 - 23

Issues in Education       discuss and justify opinions 24 - 25

Time Management discuss time management strategies 26 - 27

Questionnaire – How are your Study Habits? assess personal study habits 28 - 29

Discussing Solutions to Study Problems discuss solutions to study problems 30 - 33

Group Poster Project produce and present a joint project 34 - 35

Unit 3 – Talking about Employment

Teaching Notes on Student's Book - Unit Three               37 - 40

Vocabulary Quiz learn/revise colloquial expressions 41

Sequencing stages of an interview reconstruct an interview dialogue 42 - 43

Employment survey talk about employment experience 44 - 45

Appropriate body language discuss body language 46 - 47

Preparation for a job interview discuss and prepare for a job interview 48 - 49

Role play – A job interview role play a job interview 50 - 53

Interview Dos and Don’ts discuss job interviewing strategies 54 - 55
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  Contents

Unit Title and Activities: Students will:          Page:

Unit 4 - Technology and Business

Teaching Notes on Student's Book – Unit Four 57 - 59

Vocabulary Quiz learn/revise colloquial expressions 60 - 61

'Describing Everyday Equipment' describe items and equipment 62 - 65

Technological Developments discuss the impact of technology 66 - 67

Technology in the Future discuss technology in the future 68 - 69

Unit 5 - A New Venture – Making Decisions

Teaching Notes on Student's Book - Unit Five  71 - 74

 Vocabulary Quiz learn/revise colloquial expressions  75

Conversation Strategies       revise & practise conversation strategies  76 - 78

Conversation Strategies Feedback Sheet receive feedback on oral skills  79 - 80

Giving Advice - Role play give advice about various problems  81 - 83

Weighing up the Pros and Cons discuss pros and cons of various options  84 - 86

'Helping Don plan his new coffee shop'       discuss and justify opinions & ideas  87 - 89

'A New Venture - Making Decisions' discuss and justify opinions & ideas 90 - 91

'Through the Grapevine' relay messages 92 - 93

Unit 6 – Talking about the Past

Teaching Notes on Student's Book - Unit Six 95 - 96

Vocabulary Quiz learn/revise colloquial expressions 97

'School Days' Past Activities, Habits and Routines talk about past habits using 'used to' 98 - 99

Talking about the Past - 'Life Then and Now' discuss how life has changed             100 - 101

Amazing Events of the Twentieth Century exchange information            102 - 105

Twentieth Century Quiz discuss and sequence past events          106 - 109
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  Contents

Unit Title and Activities: Students will:          Page:

Unit 7 - Asking for Directions

Teaching Notes on Student's Book – Unit Seven            111 - 112

Vocabulary Quiz learn/revise colloquial expressions        113

Following Directions on a Map listen and follow directions            114 - 115

Transport Issues discuss transport issues/do a survey      116 - 117

Treasure Hunt follow written directions            118 - 119

Unit 8 - Future Plans and Possibilities

Teaching Notes on Student's Book – Unit Eight            121 - 122

Vocabulary Quiz learn/revise colloquial expressions        123

'Dream House Plans' use 'will' & 'going to' to discuss plans   124 - 125

How Ambitious are You? - Questionnaire do a questionnaire            126 - 127

Making Future Arrangements make arrangements            128 - 129

Unit 9  - Having Dinner with Friends

Teaching Notes on Student's Book – Unit Nine            131 - 132

Vocabulary Quiz learn/revise colloquial expressions        133

Finding things 'in common' discuss 'likes' and 'dislikes'
using 'me too' & 'me neither'           134 - 135

'Making conversation at a formal dinner' role play socialising at a dinner           136 - 139

introduce themselves & make conversation

Organising a Dinner Party reach a consensus on arrangements      140 - 142

What’s in the fridge? What’s in the cupboard? practise countable /uncountable nouns      143 - 145
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